ACROSS
1. "Let's go team!"
4. Refused a seat
9. Actress Kenney of "Shameless"
13. Latin 101 word
14. Ethan of Broadway's "True West"
15. Present day?
16. Stoner's pulp fiction?
18. With 54-Across, hapless victim in a 16-Across?
19. Like the record labels Merge and Matador
20. Office reminder
22. NHL All-Star Karlsson
23. Crime syndicate in a 16-Across?
28. Megan who is tri-captain of the US Women's National soccer team
30. How some stock is sold
31. Some DEA agents
33. Caesarean greeting
34. Imprisonment in a 16-Across?
39. Classified ad abbr.
40. "I've got ___ feeling about this"
41. Type of salami
44. Style of Chicago's Palmolive Building
48. Bit of a shootout in a 16-Across?
51. Venezuelan opposition party leader Guaidó
52. Clarifying phrase
53. Heart tube
54. See 18-Across
55. Super spy in a 16-Across?
61. Permanently, at least with writing
62. Thanksgiving dessert
63. "Aw sheesh"
64. Sides in an eternal "Battle"
65. National Kite Mo.

DOWN
1. Swashbuckler's weapon
2. Egyptian sun god
3. Spicy salsa, e.g.
4. Sneak, for one
5. Skater Babilonia
6. Bird comically drawn with spectacles
7. Vermont ski resort
8. Dancer Hough
9. Strongly encourage
10. UFC discipline
11. More, in Madrid
12. Flame proof?
17. Suit that shows off a navel
21. ___ culpa
23. Put into piles
24. Hajj destination
25. Device with an Apple Pencil
26. Blue hue
27. Test with a Verbal Reasoning sect.
29. Bread with biryani
32. Coffee additive
34. Taunt
35. Chaplin's wife
36. Achy
37. Little one
38. Dropping off dry cleaning, e.g.
39. Cadbury "Creme" confection
42. Certain bullet train rider
43. Pompous imbecile
45. One of Jupiter's moons
46. Persian intoxicant
47. Donkey's cousin
49. Some bottles of water
50. Buffoonish
53. Poses
54. Reading raincoat
55. Supply with heat
56. Christ The Redeemer overlooks it
58. Potpourri
59. Dayton-to-Canton dir.